Hamilton analyzes Shakespeare's practice of rhetorical imitation in *The Tempest* by comparing him to other Renaissance imitators of Virgil. She also considers three contemporary political issues—the situation of the royal children, the 1610 parliamentary debates on the royal prerogative, and the colonization projects in Virginia and Ireland—and their bearing on the play. The result is a fresh contribution to the current interest in Shakespeare's relationship to the courts of Elizabeth I and James I.
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The Summons of Death on the Medieval and Renaissance English Stage

PHOEBE S. SPINRAD

"A splendid historical survey—thoroughly researched, well written, fascinating in its scope as much as its subject. That subject is the personification and gradual transmutation of Death's persona in medieval and Renaissance drama. Beginning with a survey of Death's appearance in medieval iconography—art, ritual, personification in folk festivals and drama—through the art of the 16th century, Spinrad sticks to the overwhelming documentation of centrality of Death to all English life and thought from the 14th through the 17th centuries."
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Festum Voluptatis
A Study of Renaissance Erotica

DAVID O. FRANTZ

The art and literature that constitute Renaissance erotica have at various times been banned, transformed, quarantined, or quietly ignored. Those few works that have been studied as erotica have never been examined as a group. Yet people of the Renaissance recognized erotica as a kind of artistic production that existed within specific contexts and traditions. David Frantz studies that body of material within those traditions for the first time and illuminates the broad canvas of Renaissance erotica and its influence on the more refined art and literature of the period.
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